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The Puerto Rico Fair Internships Act, Act No. 114-2022 (Act 114), seeks to protect

students and recent graduates by guaranteeing paid internships and establishing

other legal rights for interns.

The law follows one passed in September 2022 to expand coverage under Puerto Rico�s sexual harassment
law to paid and unpaid interns.

Act 114 requires that students and individuals who graduated less than a year prior receive compensation
of at least the local or federal minimum pay, whichever is greater, for internships and similar
arrangements, such as assistantships, labor practices and research experiences (collectively,
“internships�).

This applies to both private and public sector programs that offer a learning experience and work for high
school or higher education students or for graduates within one year of graduation that comply with the
following characteristics:

1. Ten or more hours per week;
2. For a period defined prior to the internship�s commencement;
3. Interns have a direct supervisor;
4. Interns are evaluated mid-program and at the end of the program with actions taken to help in the

intern�s improvement;
5. Includes an educational and mentoring component related to skills, networking, and professional

development.

Excluded from the law�s compensation requirements are: (1) programs for the purpose of complying with
a graduation requirement or are offered in exchange for university credits; (2) volunteer experiences, as
defined in the law; (3) programs where the participant is limited to shadowing other employees or
investigators or where the assigned tasks do not require basic knowledge or skills in a particular area; (4)
federal government internship or volunteer programs; and (5) programs of non-profit entities that meet
certain requirements outlined in the law.

The law also provides that interns have the following rights:

1. To receive economic compensation or academic credits for the works performed as part of the
internship;

2. To acquire knowledge and practical experience in a respectful, professional, and supporting
environment where the intern�s work is recognized and valued;

3. Be informed of the specific assigned tasks and the criteria under which the intern will be evaluated;
4. Be protected against discrimination, abuse, humiliation, and attacks to the individual�s dignity or

reputation;
5. Protection to the individual�s health, physical integrity, and privacy and be informed of any

reasonable accommodation to be provided to address any disability that requires it;
6. Be informed of the rights provided under Act 114; and
7. All rights that are derived from the contract with the entity or person for which the intern works.

Act 114 authorizes the Department of Labor and Human Resources to adopt those rules and regulations
that the Department deems necessary for the administration of the law in a period of 60 days. The Puerto
Rico Secretary of Labor has already anticipated that the Department will be issuing guidance and
interpretation to clarify and harmonize Act 114�s provisions, as well as their interplay with other
employment statutes, such as those that regulate overtime pay, bonus payments, discrimination,
retaliation, and bullying in the workplace.

Employers should take steps to ensure compliance and interns are paid in accordance with the law.

Please contact a Jackson Lewis attorney with any questions.
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©2022 Jackson Lewis P.C. This material is provided for informational purposes only. It is not intended to
constitute legal advice nor does it create a client-lawyer relationship between Jackson Lewis and any recipient.
Recipients should consult with counsel before taking any actions based on the information contained within this
material. This material may be considered attorney advertising in some jurisdictions. Prior results do not
guarantee a similar outcome.

Focused on labor and employment law since 1958, Jackson Lewis P.C.'s 950+ attorneys located in major cities
nationwide consistently identify and respond to new ways workplace law intersects business. We help employers
develop proactive strategies, strong policies and business-oriented solutions to cultivate high-functioning
workforces that are engaged, stable and diverse, and share our clients' goals to emphasize inclusivity and respect
for the contribution of every employee. For more information, visit https://www.jacksonlewis.com.

©2022 Jackson Lewis P.C. All rights reserved. Attorney Advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. No client-lawyer relationship has been established by the posting or viewing of information
on this website.
*The National Operations Center serves as the firm's central administration hub and houses the firm's Facilities, Finance, Human Resources and Technology departments.
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